R&D Reporter is a plug-in for ClearCase UCM that reports all version changes in a simple and clear way. The report is divided into tasks and reports, highlighting files that may cause conflicts to enable rapid problem resolution. In addition, real time reports allow management to allocate resources and priorities based on precise information. Each role in the R&D department will find value in one of R&D Reporter’s 22 custom reports.

R&D Reporter Advantages

- Realtime reports on changes between versions
- Compares products, tasks and activities, not just files
- Quick identification of changed or merged files for rapid conflict resolution
- Automatic generation of reports and Release Notes
- Timely alert to delays in development schedule
- Better collaboration between different roles in the R&D department
- Easy to integrate with other systems
- Especially useful for Agile methodology
- Integrated with issue tracking systems like ClearQuest, Quality Center and RTC

R&D Reporter supports Windows, Linux and UNIX and is easily integrated with a variety of IT platforms.

The plug-in was tested and approved by IBM

R&D Reporter is also integrated with GoMidjets Visual Annotate and ClearEnv as part of Agile Solution for ClearCase.